Theoretical aspects of media education.
New technologies as the creative and innovative conditio sine qua non

Abstract. Understanding the media education, and education in large, in the World of XXI century is closely connected with a new technologies and advantages and disadvantages which it brings along. Sometimes, we have a serious feeling that the speed of development of the new technologies is much faster than adjusting of the media education to it. A lot of reasons are connected with that: way of communicating (how to communicate interaction of media education with new technologies) with pupils and/or students (knowledge and the skills of the youngsters and/or youth about new technologies are sometimes higher and more comprehensive than the knowledge and the skills of the teachers and professors); media (il)literacy; lack of understandings from the educational authorities (or lack of their education about it as well) about the importance of linking media education and new technologies in the post-modern world; lack of creativity by the teachers in regards adequate presentation of the importance of connecting and interacting of media education with new technologies and vice versa, although it is also connected with the motivation connected with a position of the teachers within the society – underlining the social position of
the teachers and/or professors and as well the ethical issues connected with the ways of the modules of communication; lack of innovations related to the way of linking of media education with new technologies – social media as a model of deliberative democracy within the process of media education and a lack of knowledge about the advertising the connection between media education and new technologies – the art of persuasion. This paper will show also the disadvantages of new technologies within the process of media education, especially if not used in pedagogical and didactic methodical way of the interaction of media education and new technologies to understand it as a “software” and an “hardware” of the creative and innovative world of humanity of the XXI century.
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**Introduction: Social media and education**

One of the main goals of any society is (or it should be, at least) to provide an educational system that includes a set of tools that can be utilized to ameliorate problems encountered in the social and economic world. The corresponding educational process and curriculum usually aim at targeting the knowledge and skills needed for dealing with problems throughout the world.

The rise of the digital age has opened great opportunities for people worldwide to connect with each other and access a diverse range of information. The Internet provides rich information resources which are very useful for various purposes in education, work and business as well as in keeping up with world trends. The ever-growing social media has the potential of improving the quality of instruction in education.

Some basic features of social media could have a great impact on the development of the teaching-learning process. It sought to discover the use of social media in teaching by investigating the profile of the teachers, the role of social media in education in different school activities and the acceptance of the role and use of social media in education.

Very often it is showed that social media contributes to learning but there are some disadvantages which users need to be aware of. It is
recommended that teachers blend social media with other free learning management systems.

As much as it is useful, social media can be a huge source of distraction for students whose attention is difficult to keep sustained on school work. Most of these students end up using the internet, e-learning platforms and social media to connect with people for the sole purpose of socializing. Statistics have shown that a large percentage of people are constantly active on Social Media platforms just for the sake of socializing. Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Instagram have no closing time, and it is like a merry go round – it gives access to a 24/7 activity. If students are not properly monitored, they can neglect the reasons for using Social Media in Education and focus on distracting and time-wasting activities.

Post-industrial society has become more a society of services rather than a society of production. It creates new ways of human interaction with society, where artificial interfaces separate individuals from the real-world social environment. One of the trends of the previous industrial society, namely, the globalization and formalization of social institutions, and therefore, the decreasing role of the individual, has recently been replaced by personalization, placing the individual at the center of the world.

Accordingly, recently the main objectives of education have changed to reflect these tendencies. The newly conceived educational process requires changing the role of the teacher to the learner (Carolyn & Foster, 2010; Fazal, DeSimone, & Lieman, 2010).

Thus, the teacher is not a single content provider anymore. The learner becomes increasingly freer to collect knowledge as needed and has the power to decide.

**Senseless competition – Internet vs. education**

Owing to the latest achievements in information and communication technology, e.g., wireless broadband, IP, and cloud computing, the learning has become increasingly more ubiquitous, meaning that the world is adapting to the learner’s mobility with no formal class distinction (Dede, 2011).

Obviously, it is senseless for the educational system to compete with the Internet and other innovative sources of educational content. On the contrary, it is much more promising to utilize this means for enhancing
students’ personal skills and abilities to improve the effectiveness of learning.

Western society, in general, and education is evolving toward personalization. This personalization is strongly connected with the new phenomenon of Personal Identity Online (PIO) that has been intensively studied in recent years (Bowman, 2009; Rodogno, 2011).

The concept of PIO personifies a specific characteristic of an individual’s behavior in a network environment, which manifests itself in a unique opportunity to form the individual’s identity differently from that in reality.

The world network opens new opportunities for self-expression and for forming identity. The PIO is the form of personalization that typifies post-industrial learning environments (Floridi, 2011).

Another remarkable factor characterizing the coming epoch is the phenomenon of social media. Social media are traditionally defined as the use of Web applications supporting the creation and exchange of user-generated content. Here, we should talk more about the concept of social media within more general and culturological interpretation, rather than the technological one. We consider the social media as a cultural phenomenon that should help enrichment of media literacy in whole, substantially intensifying and enhancing interpersonal communication and significantly altering the nature of the relationship between an individual and a society “personality-society”.

Note that the relationships “personality-personality” and “personality-society” are immediately perceived as simple and are unprecedentedly multifaceted.

The simplicity of relationships/mutual connections is clearly seen in the availability of new communication tools (from mobile devices to social networking sites) for any level of the society, regardless of education, age, and economic status. Diversity of communication connections is a new phenomenon related, for example, to the above-mentioned phenomenon of PIO, and to the fact that an identity (a personality) in cyberspace can be perceived not only as a real person, but also as an “infosphere” directly associated with the person (Floridi, 2011).

The infosphere of an individual consists of the memory of the discussed personality/individual, the memory about the personality and multiple media documents related to the personality, lifestyle, etc.
Infosphere of an individual somehow exists and functions in the cyberspace, independently of the corresponding personality. This has created a new media reality that, in my opinion, is the most important tool for understanding the phenomenon of social media for the education processes. In the era of social media, social consciousness is formed in accordance with new, previously unknown principles, thus establishing new goals in all spheres in education.

It is obvious that education is not an exception. In Web 2.0 and Web 3.0, the possible forms of network activity of modern students are extremely diverse. These forms include blogs and forums, social networks, wikis, etc. Thus, the above two phenomena: the social media and the personal identity online determine new forms of an educational process and new learning environments.

Thus, the above two phenomena: the social media and the personal identity online determine new forms of an educational process and new learning environments. In this way, the increased personalization is strongly connected with the increased importance of “soft” skills, such as creativity, motivation, meta-cognition, etc. (Cohen, 2009; Shute et al., 2009). In order to achieve soft skills, the development of learning environments of the new type must become a reality. Presenting of such learning environments, called Personalized Ubiquitous Educational (PUE) environments, should be considered. One of the best examples of the PUE is a cloud educational environment (Sultan, 2010; Geth, 2010). Although, we must have education authorities that will strongly support this. Or we will have a new paradigm within so call “Big brother society” where everybody thinks and act the same and nobody think and acts anything clever and, positively, pro future.

This new understanding is based on considering the PUE as a social environment and not just a technological one. I do hypothesize that the socially oriented PUE environment will provide teachers with the means to prepare a student for “multi-dimensional abilities required from them in the 21st century” (Kojukhov & Levin, 2010; Johnson, 2010), which refers to such soft skills as creativity, motivation, meta-cognition (Cohen, 2009; Shute et al., 2009). I studied teachers’ training programs oriented toward the extensive use of the personalized ubiquitous educational environment tools as a key for success and I hypothesized that integrating such tools enhances the students’ acquisition of soft skills. The results
indicate that the main principles of the Personalized Ubiquitous Educational Environment are indeed justified.

**Social components interaction with knowledge and vice versa**

In our post-industrial society, the social component plays the dominant role in *acquiring knowledge* – and this is due to several reasons:

1. A society of services is socially oriented. (Industrial society was oriented toward science and technology. Recall that medieval society was religiously, spiritually oriented).
2. The success of communication technologies. Certain devaluations of the value of knowledge favor the media. For the first time in the history of modern civilization, people may intelligently communicate, regardless of the distance and, in some sense, even regardless of time. (Hadžialić S., 2018)
3. Forms of social consciousness change, as well as the ways of forming them. Modern means of communication raise the social component of reality to an unprecedented height.
4. Personality and identity is being formed in a new way. Personality increasingly expresses itself in virtual space, which is a new international social reality. (Hadžialić S., 2016)

In pre-industrial society, the dominance of individual education was quite suitable for the structure of medieval social production. There are two types of the pre-industrial education: (1) skills-oriented practical education, meaning education of the type “do-as-I do”; (2) advanced theoretical education comprising a number of subjects, where the teacher was a highly qualified expert who taught the subject according to his/her individual plans. Consequently, education in pre-industrial society as well as the corresponding educational environment can be characterized as personal, with direct teacher-student contact.

The bright ideas brought forth by John Amos Comenius served as the basis for education in industrial society. A class-oriented educational system was created that perfectly matched that of society, with its orientation toward the production of goods and industrial progress. One of
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The main peculiarities characterizing industrial society education is its social orientation toward formalization/standardization.

The meanings and terms of a formal curriculum, a formal class, and a formal lesson were established in the Age of Enlightenment. The classroom-lesson environment unifies and standardizes relations between teachers and students, thus, defining the social role of the teacher in society. In contrast to preindustrial society education, which is personalized education, industrial society can be characterized as having socialized education.

In contrast, post-industrial society is considered as a society of services rather than a society of production. In our opinion, post-industrial education has undergone a new process of fulfilling the role of a teacher (the teacher’s authority). This is manifested by the self-educational activity of today’s students having ubiquitous access to information, in which the teacher is no longer the unique content provider.

In the post-industrial school, the classic classroom-lesson system loses its usual significance. The ubiquitous manner of acquiring knowledge changes the conventional meaning and the essence of the traditional classroom. I do refer to this new type of classroom as a ubiquitous classroom. The idea of personalizing the educational process was first proposed by Seymour Papert (Papert, 1980). The idea of personalization conflicts with the conventional classroom-based educational process. Papert and his followers perceived the classroom-based system as an obstacle to social progress and as contradicting the fundamental principles of cognition (Papert, 1991).

Naturally, this brings to mind a dichotomy view in which society is divided into two portions: (1) conservative, based on a classroom-oriented system, the centralized curriculum, the authoritarian teacher, the omnipotence of the Ministry of Education, and (2) progressive, having students at the center and symbolizing the rejection of centralism and based on the principle of individualism.

The essence or the form?

The new liberal school are based on the principles of constructionism (Harel and Papert, 1991; Cakir, 2008). According to these principles, the
student builds his/her own micro-world, in which he/she implements his own cognitive abilities. In this way, the idea of decentralization and individualization has merged with the ideas of innovation, freedom, and creativity. In contrast, the old, classroom-oriented system was associated with a centralized authoritarian education that does not consider the individual student. At the same time, the idea of constructionism was fundamentally related to the use of computers in the classroom. The computer has played a revolutionary role in the constructionist approach, radically changing classroom-based education.

As seen from the above mentioned, an idea proclaimed 30 years ago returns to the forefront of educational processes and learning environments, and in fact, it serves as their principal component. Obviously, nobody speaks about returning to the Middle Ages, with their “do-as-I do” education.

One of the important points within this presentation lies in understanding the fact that such a highly individualized educational process does not correspond enough to our increasingly complex urban post-industrial society (Hadžialić S., 2016). Neglecting the social component in favor of personal component, while constituting the core idea, poses a serious problem. Developing a modern society is linked to rapid growth of communications and as a result, with unprecedented socialization of society. Under these circumstances, obviously, private individual micro-worlds that generated such an impressive breakthrough in the 1980s will soon be transformed into so-called social micro-worlds, though the remaining personal component. Such social micro-worlds can now be seen in the form of various social networks, blogs, Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 means, etc., which has changed the live styles not any more millions, but billions of people and has become increasingly more popular in our daily life. The relationships of our personal and social lives are rapidly changing. This, in turn, has affected education both at the level of the educational process and at the level of learning environments.

The last 30 years ushered in years of intensive computerization of society and of incredible achievements in information technology. Perhaps the idea that micro-worlds will replace classroom-based education was just an illusion. My goal is to show that this was not the case. Here, I will show that the constructionist approach successfully describes the coming post-industrial educational system, but that it needs some clarifications.
**The first clarification** concerns individualization of the educational system and its resources. Modern ideas about a new educational system are based mainly on the opposite opinion (Hadžialić, 2016). Personalization is not considered to be related to individualization of computerized resources. On the contrary, the distribution of our resources turned out to be more intensive and that is why distribution increased personalization. This is especially evident in the phenomenon of “cloud” computing in education (Sultan, 2010; Geth, 2010).

**The second clarification** concerns the intimacy of the educational process. This position is worthy of our support. Papert noted that 30 years ago and we also see that personalization of the learning process is strongly connected with expressing and forming the learner’s personal identity. Moreover, today we extend the concept by introducing Personal Identity Online (PIO) (Floridi, 2011) – an identity that a user establishes in online communications – the concept that constitutes the essence of post-industrial digital life.

As is well known, the task of forming a learner’s personality is one of the main pedagogical tasks that concern today’s educators. In former societies, this task was carried out by the education system. However, personality is something multi-dimensional and goes beyond its “linear” incarnation. The PIO removes personality from its default state, enabling it to appear in a new dimension.

The recent learning environments are not just customized micro-worlds but instead are individual micro-worlds constructed in virtual space and are interconnected with one another.

Although, the disadvantages of virtual space such as lack of privacy; being too exposed through the communication; lack of media literacy as a tool for critical thinking and observation can be avoided only with proper media education, above all.

Altogether, with the latest development in broadband wireless communications, a growing number of virtual communities are being created where a user (a student or teacher) actively behaves behind his personal identity in creating the Personal Identity Online (Ke. F. Chavez., 2011; Rodogno, 2011). Personal Identity Online is a social identity platform that a user establishes in online communities and websites. Although some people prefer to use their real names online, some internet users prefer to be anonymous, identifying themselves by means of pseudonyms that
reveal varying degrees of personally identifiable information (Bowman, 2011; Rodogno, 2011).

In a modern world, in which the division between online and offline is being erased (Floridi, 2011), and where the online world does not respect geographical boundaries, “the self uses the digital imaginary concerning itself to construct a virtual identity through which it seeks to grasp its own personal identity (the question „who am I for you?“ becomes „who am I online?“), in a potentially feedback loop of adjustments and modifications leading to an equilibrium between the off-line and the online selves” (Floridi, 2011).

Another important point related to identity is that the online identity is always present and accessible to others (Amelung, 2007). For any objects uploaded to the environment, or, for example, communications in collaborative tools, the information remains readily available and continues to influence the actions of others, even if the user is not currently on-line in the system. Users construct identities of others by knowing about and interacting with the continuously changing information provided through ongoing learning activities. Therefore, a user constructs his identity by first knowing what information he has contributed to the social context and more importantly, by knowing how others act on that information. This activity has an impact on the shared social context of a learning social community because the artifacts that personalize each user are always available and accessible (e.g. ubiquitous).

**Digital curration**

Teachers’ meta-cognition is one of the most important personal variables that affect their engagement in modern educational environments, which include the information-seeking behaviors, the processing of information gathered in online environments, discussion forums, etc. Activities such as planning how to approach a given task, monitoring comprehension, evaluating progress toward the completion of a task, and knowledge of these activities are meta-cognitive in nature, so an important step in enhancing the education environment outcomes is to obtain clarity with regard to the influence of meta-cognition on how and how often teachers and learners bring themselves into the learning process in online forum discussions.
As part of our main hypothesis described at the beginning of today’s presentation, I do propose investigating the relationship between different components of the Personalized Ubiquitous Educational environment and participation in online discussions as well as analyzing strategy variables or factors that can influence cognition and knowledge building. One such component is Personal Identity Online. This is correlated with the content of students and teachers’ participation in online discussions and hence, facilitates building collective knowledge. It is critical to design online interaction contexts to support identity presence in a manner that promotes students’ meta-cognition and development of soft-skills for constructing a community collective knowledge rather than simply sharing experiences and individual insights within the presentation related to media education.

Digital curation (Higgins, 2011) is one of the most innovative and widespread kinds of network behavior. Curation a special form of blogging, in which students receive an input stream of data generated in accordance with a predefined set of keywords (tags), and then carry out their own filtering (with supervision) by selecting the messages (data), which in the student’s opinion, are of interest and are “worthy” of being included in their personal “curation blog”.

The result of “individual curation” is a comprehensive curation stream. This stream, in turn, has quite a personal character, because an element of the infosphere has been introduced. The curation corresponds perfectly to the present stage of social media. The streams, whose authors are both students and teachers, may freely interact, thus forming meaningful networks. The role of these networks and their dynamics in education is great. The curated streams can interact with each other. Meta-curation should be understood as management of the curated streams. In postindustrial classes, meta-curation may become one of the main activities used by the teacher. Hence, the new conditions greatly change the previous role of the teacher. The Meta-curator (teacher) directs the streams in a productive direction, in accordance with the curriculum. Actually, in a classroom, the teacher can be considered as the curator, who is the first among equals. One can imagine a variety of learning activities associated with the curated content.

In the above context, one should note that the learning activities have evolved in the classroom as follows.
• In a traditional classroom, the process goes from observation – to forming the content, then to an oral and written statement of the content. Alternatively, the process may start by remembering something, or from reading some content, and it may be followed by remembering the content and introducing it as a restatement; this process may consist of a presentation or a composition.

• In the post-industrial class, the process may be much shorter: from learning the material, web surfing, and searching, the process may comprise analysis and preservation of the content and, ultimately will lead to the curation. It is important to emphasize that the apparent superficiality of the modern educational process, in comparison with the traditional process, may be just an illusion. Perhaps we are simply not accustomed to the new reality of information that, in turn (and of course), needs to be investigated.

The principles sui generis

We can easily define the following three principles, which are applicable for education in whole as well for media educational process:

• Virtualization of reality involves transforming reality into a new context – a form of simulated reality, a new form of manifesting universal human activity by creating new knowledge, thus expanding the boundaries of objective reality. One of the major new examples of virtualized reality is that of the cloud (Satyanarayanan et al., 2009), where the educational content forms a new educational cloud paradigm (Sultan, 2010; Geth, 2010).

• Ubiquitous reality is a virtual reality (including educational content), with which the student and teachers maintains permanent communication in time and space. This permanent communication with the educational content by also adding learners’ location and social context is called Ubiquitous Learning (Dede, 2011; Graf & Kinshuk, 2008).

• Personalization is concerned with forming a personalized learning environment. This process is based on adapting to the learner’s profile by using various technologies for investigating the
specific learning history of past training activities, i.e. personal identity by using educational data mining. The personalized ubiquitous educational environment can be characterized by the following – It comprises all the necessary components that can be formalized/computerized.

The environment may take the form of a dialog system adaptable to specific students’ needs, and it is based on information about the student (educational data mining), which is strictly private and stored in his profile.

The teacher’s position in the environment is radically changed in comparison with the traditional class. The teacher (the mentor) now becomes a counselor and coordinator. The teacher is also one of the developers and users of the environment, including curriculum products and tools used to evaluate the progress (rather than knowledge) of the learner.

Any educational content can be automatically synthesized and transformed to any form that is most applicable for the student, with extensive use of multimedia.

Recently society has been undergoing a period of significant changes in all aspects of life. The educational system, as one of the fundamental institutions of modern society, consequently, is strongly affected by these changes.

In analyzing forms of (1) acquiring knowledge and (2) forms of educational processes evolutions, I do claim that recently education has evolved under the strong influence of two contradictory tendencies: personalization and socialization. Personalization is manifested as a new phenomenon “Personal Identity On-line”, characterizing the recent most popular activity of humans – their life in cyberspace. Socialization is manifested in the form of the phenomenon of Social Media, characterized by new forms of social relations and public awareness of a virtualized post-industrial society.

A personalization, which is manifested as a new form of Personal Identity Online and socialization, which is manifested as various forms of social media, are correct and useful concepts for studying and better understanding the educational environments of our post-industrial society.
Conclusion

1. Post-industrial society being more a society of services rather than a society of production has a future in media education as a tool of post-modern interaction of the different kind of tools – knowledge and technology that are rapidly growing, not within the days, but within the hours of our lives.

2. Social media, above all is a proper tool for the establishment not just for the exchange of information but for an exchange of educational interaction which will lead towards the better communication between students and teachers and lead towards the development of joint knowledge.

3. Being present in this post-industrial world of challenges, media education gets double advantages, comparing to the regular education:
   a) We all are media within the communication, although within this post-industrial, new-age communication, we are not just media, we are the ones who creates media within the media through the ways of new communication technologies such as social networks.
   b) Everybody involved within the process of using of new technologies as creative and innovative \textit{conditio sine qua non} and comes from media education environment is and will be a teacher of other users of social networks while being within the interaction as a student and/or teacher.
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